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�DEBATE� 
 
The SCOTUS’ Rulings Have Profound Implications for
American Politics 
 
SC Says Constitution Does Not Bar Partisan
Gerrymandering 
 
What about Cons’l guarantee of free & fair elections? 
 
SC gave a key victory by refusing to halt even the most
extreme gerrymandered maps.

�DEBATE2�.  

 

Kagan’s dissent re today’s gutting of partisan gerrymander challenges.  

 

‘the partisan gerrymanders here debased and dishonored our democracy, turning

upside-down the core American idea that all governmental power derives from the

people."
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�DEBATE3� 

 

But DEMs may have a win on blocking the citizenship question from the census 

 

B of A Will Stop Lending to Private-Prison Firms 

 

Israeli election redo kicks off with a former prime minister looking to topple

Netanyahu 

 

Is demagogue Bannon guiding Boris to Downing St?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-HGh3wVAAAA4aZ.jpg


�DEBATE4� 

 

8 of the 10 most active pro-Brexit Party Twitter accounts appear to be bots 

 

"The sort of dirty tricks which we saw being tried out by RU during the USElex are

now being adopted across the board," 

 

These tactics are dangerous s they distort & pollute our SOCMED.

�DEBATE5� 

 

Twitter adds labels for tweets that break its rules — a move with potentially stark

implications for Trump’s account 

 

Brexit Negotiator’s Chief Obstacle to EU Job Is Allies He Upset 

 

A foreign mafia has come to Italy and further polarized the migration debate
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�DEBATE5� 

 

Visitors to the Holocaust memorial have increasingly been voicing their anxiety over

what they have described as eroding democracy worldwide & the singling out of

minority communities. 

 

A foreign mafia has come to Italy and further polarized the migration debate

�DEBATE6� 

 

Esper said he urged allies to “consider public statements condemning Iran's bad

behaviour” 

 

DC has ratcheted up crippling economic sanctions on Tehran after the

country's forces shot down a US drone in the Gulf region 
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France sees record June high of 106 degrees

US Senate report finds mis-steps in cyber-security practices at eight US government

agencies. 

 

US asylum officers say Trump’s ‘Remain in Mexico’ policy is threatening migrants’

lives, federal court must end it 

 

New World Bank Pres David Malpass breaks with Trump on climate change

�DEBATE8� 

 

Corroborating E. Jean Carroll 

Ms. Carroll told two women that Trump sexually assaulted her in the 1990s. The

women went public for the first time with Megan Twohey, a NYT reporter 

 

At first, Dershowitz welcomed this Epstein-related lawsuit. Now he wants it tossed

out
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�DEBATE9� 

 

Police have seized cocaine from a Brazilian air force officer who was due to

accompany President Jair Bolsonaro home from the G20 summit in Japan. 

 

Officers arrested the man on Tuesday in Seville after allegedly discovering 39kg of

cocaine in his luggage.

�DEBATE10� 

 

Ru’s propaganda machine discovers 2020 DEM candidate Tulsi Gabbard 

 

Experts who track websites and social media linked to RU have seen stirrings of a

possible campaign of support for DEM Gabbard. 

 

Bill allowing concealed-carry without a permit advances in Ohio House
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�DEBATE11� 

 

U.S. House passed Democrats' election infrastructure/security legislation, 225-184

(D 224-0, R 1-184).  

 

Includes paper-ballot requirement and would establish new standards for voting

machines. 

 

Europeans Race to Establish Trade With Iran

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-HO3ZBUIAEwlrK.jpg
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�DEBATE12� 

 

A multimillion-dollar lawsuit, about the “pool boy”, Tom Arnold, Cohen, naked

photographs & a Miami father & son who say they were defrauded in a RE deal then

forced to change their names due to “threats.” 

 

Essex DA inv’g deaths of 5 children, inc’g 3 in DCF care

�DEBATE13� 

 

A Major Police Body Cam Company Just Banned Facial Recognition 

Its ethics board says the technology is not reliable enough to justify using. 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-HQJd0UIAATZLI.jpg


 

Former Shale Gas CEO Says Fracking Revolution Has Been 'A Disaster' For Drillers,

Investors

�DEBATE14� 

 

Whistleblower says VA ordered fake app’rs to cut waiting list 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D-HRMwDUEAARkgT.jpg


 

Leader of Human Trafficking Org Sentenced to Over 15 Years for Exploiting

Guatemalan Migrants at Ohio Egg Farms 

 

Rex Tillerson to Congress: I Tried to Educate Trump on Immigration Law,

�DEBATE15� 

 

@GOP led OH Sen strips PTSD coverage for first responders from WC’s budget on

PTSD Awareness Day have they no shame?  

 

How a Big US Chip Maker Gave China the ‘Keys to the Kingdom’ 

Advanced Micro Devices revived its fortunes thru the deal, & sparked a NatSec battle

�DEBATE16� 

 

Trolls target online polls following first Democratic presidential debate 

Users from pro-Trump communities on 4chan and Reddit implored fellow members

to vote for lower-polling candidates, specifically Tulsi Gabbard and Bill de Blasio.
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Supreme Court Says Constitution Does Not Bar Partisan Gerrymandering  

 

Supreme Court Bars Challenges to Partisan Gerrymandering
The court has ruled that racial gerrymanders can violate the Constitution, but it has
struggled with voting maps warped by politics.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/27/us/politics/supreme-court-says-constitution-does-…

Kagan’s dissenting Opinion 

Neal Katyal
@neal_katyal

Kagan, dissenting for 4 Justices, in today’s gutting of partisan 
gerrymander challenges.   "the partisan gerrymanders here 
debased and dishonored our democracy, turning upside-down 
the core American idea that all governmental power derives from 
the people."

11K 2:12 PM - Jun 27, 2019

4,228 people are talking about this

Supreme Court rules against Trump over bid to add citizenship question to 2020

census 
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Supreme Court Blocks Citizenship Question From 2020 Census for Now
The Supreme Court halted the Trump administration’s plans to ask U.S. residents
on the census whether they are citizens, voicing blunt concerns about the White
House’s motivations. President Trump ca…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-census-citizenship-question-ruling-115616…

🏵Operation Ghost Stories🏵 

 

����� ����� ���� ������
@The3Buckleys

Eight years ago today the FBI suddenly pulled the plug on this 
10-year monitoring operation of embedded Russian operatives, a 
la “The Americans.” 
Until then they had been allowed to continue because they just 
weren’t a danger to anyone and we heard everything. 
twitter.com/fbi/status/114…

FBI @FBI
#OTD in 2011, the FBI arrested 10 Russian Foreign Intelligence 
Service (SVR) operatives. This 10 year case—dubbed Operation 
Ghost Stories—was a chilling reminder that espionage on U.S. soil did 
not disappear after the Cold War ended. #History 
fbi.gov/news/stories/o…
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23 people are talking about this

Cuffed and bedraggled Paul Manafort dragged into Manhattan courthouse to plead

Trump-proof state fraud charges 

H/T @ChiefCovfefe  

Cuffed and bedraggled Paul Manafort dragged into Manhattan courtho…
Paul Manafort was indicted Wednesday on state fraud charges in a move that is
designed to prevent him from scoring a get out of jail free card from President
Trump.

https://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/ny-paul-manafort-trump-pardon-fraud-arrai…
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Democratic Debate: Live Updates Ahead of Night 2 

The candidates on stage tonight will be Joe Biden, Bernie Sanders, Pete Buttigieg,

Kamala Harris, Andrew Yang, Kirsten Gillibrand, John Hickenlooper, Michael

Bennet, Marianne Williamson and Eric Swalwell. 

NBC’s Second Democratic Debate Brought Searing Clashes on Inequal…
The candidates on stage Thursday were Joe Biden, Bernie Sanders, Pete
Buttigieg, Kamala Harris, Andrew Yang, Kirsten Gillibrand, John Hickenlooper,
Michael Bennet, Marianne Williamson and Eric Swalwe…

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/27/us/politics/democratic-debate-live.html

Cory Booker on Criminal Justice Reform 

 

Mr. Booker, a senator from New Jersey, has made numerous proposals to overhaul

the justice system, including one that was signed into law. 

Cory Booker on Criminal Justice Reform
Mr. Booker, a senator from New Jersey, has made numerous proposals to overhaul
the justice system, including one that was signed into law.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/26/us/politics/cory-booker-criminal-justice-reform.html

🏵Rep. Adam Schiff🏵 

 

Adam Schiff
@RepAdamSchiff

BREAKING: The House just voted to safeguard our elections. 
The SAFE Act will: 
  

Replace outdated & vulnerable voting equipment 
Mandate paper ballot voting & post-election audits 
Create strict cybersecurity requirements for voting systems 
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2020 is coming. Let’s be prepared.

32.2K 9:19 PM - Jun 27, 2019

11.9K people are talking about this

8 of the 10 most active pro-Brexit Party Twitter accounts appear to be bots 

8 of the 10 most active pro-Brexit Party Twitter accounts appear to be …
The majority of the most active accounts on Twitter that post messages in support
of the U.K.'s Brexit Party show signs of automated activity, leading researchers to
believe they are so-called "bot" …

https://thehill.com/policy/technology/444858-8-of-the-10-most-active-pro-brexit-party-t…

Russia's propaganda machine discovers 2020 Democratic candidate Tulsi Gabbard 

Experts who track websites and social media linked to Russia have seen stirrings of a

possible campaign of support for Hawaii Democrat Tulsi Gabbard. 

Russia's propaganda machine discovers 2020 Dem contender Tulsi Ga…
An NBC News analysis of the main English-language sites used by Russia in its
2016 election meddling shows Hawaii Democrat Tulsi Gabbard has admirers in
Moscow.

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2020-election/russia-s-propaganda-machine-discov…

At first, Dershowitz welcomed this Epstein-related lawsuit. Now he wants it tossed

out 

https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article232012352.html

Twitter adds labels for tweets that break its rules — a move with potentially stark

implications for Trump’s account 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
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traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/06/27/twitter-adds-labels-tweets-tha…

Is alt-right demagogue Steve Bannon guiding Boris to Downing St? – Martyn

McLaughlin 

 

H/T @msmariat 

Is alt-right demagogue Steve Bannon guiding Boris to Downing St? – …
There is an inevitability that the continuing scrutiny of Boris Johnson in the days
ahead will focus almost exclusively on his refusal to explain why police were called
to the south London flat he sh…

https://www.scotsman.com/news/opinion/columnists/is-alt-right-demagogue-steve-ban…

Israeli election redo kicks off with a former prime minister looking to topple

Netanyahu 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/netanyahu-reportedly-trying-to-un…

How a Big U.S. Chip Maker Gave China the ‘Keys to the Kingdom’ 

Advanced Micro Devices revived its fortunes through the deal, and sparked a

national-security battle 

How a Big U.S. Chip Maker Gave China the ‘Keys to the Kingdom’
Advanced Micro Devices revived its fortunes when it decided to help Chinese
partners develop computer-chip technology. The deal sparked a prolonged battle
with Washington over national security.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-tried-to-stop-china-acquiring-world-class-chips-china-…
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A multimillion-dollar lawsuit, about the “pool boy”, the comedian Tom Arnold,

Michael Cohen, naked photographs — and a Miami father and son who say they were

defrauded in a real estate deal then forced to change their names due to “threats.” 

https://www.miamiherald.com/news/politics-government/article231717833.html

Report shows failures at eight US agencies in following cyber-security protocols 

US Senate report finds appallingly bad cyber-security practices at eight US

government agencies. 

Report shows failures at eight US agencies in following cyber-security…
US Senate report finds appallingly bad cyber-security practices at eight US
government agencies.

https://www.zdnet.com/article/report-shows-failures-at-eight-us-agencies-in-following-c…

A foreign mafia has come to Italy and further polarized the migration debate 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/a-foreign-mafia-has-come-to-italy-and-f…

🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

Schulte - Child Pornography - WikiLeaks = Deeper Dive - UPDATED 6/27/1 – Mad

Dog PAC 

Schulte - Child Pornography - WikiLeaks = Deeper Dive - UPDATED 6/2…
Updated June 27, 2019 -11:03AM EST: Includes the 6/25 Order and 6/26
2ndCCOAs Mandate, See bottom on this entry for the update & links to Court
Filings.   Schulte...can we talk about GitHub?     …

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/schulte-child-pornography-wikileaks-in-custody
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Bank of America Will Stop Lending to Private-Prison Firms 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-06-26/bank-of-america-will-stop-

lending-to-private-prison-companies

Corroborating E. Jean Carroll 

Ms. Carroll told two women that Donald Trump sexually assaulted her in the 1990s.

The women went public for the first time with Megan Twohey, a New York Times

reporter. 

Corroborating E. Jean Carroll
Ms. Carroll told two women that Donald Trump sexually assaulted her in the 1990s.
The women went public for the first time with Megan Twohey, a New York Times
reporter.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/27/podcasts/the-daily/e-jean-carroll-trump-interview.…

Essex DA investigating deaths of 5 children, including 3 in DCF care 

Essex DA investigating deaths of 5 children, including 3 in DCF care - …
The causes of deaths have not yet been established by chief medical examiner’s
office, Essex District Attorney Jonathan Blodgett’s office said.

https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2019/06/27/essex-investigating-deaths-children-in…

Visitors to the memorial have increasingly been voicing their anxiety over what they

have described as eroding democracy worldwide and the singling out of minority

communities, Hammermann said. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/how-anxiety-about-the-present-has-cha…
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Rex Tillerson to Congress: I Tried to Educate Trump on Immigration Law, But He 

Rex Tillerson to Congress: I Tried to Educate Trump on Immigration La…
Former Secretary of State Rex Tillerson told the House Foreign Affairs Committee
that Trump ‘didn’t know a lot of the legal aspects of the immigration laws.’

https://www.thedailybeast.com/rex-tillerson-to-congress-i-tried-to-educate-trump-on-im…

Esper said he urged allies to “consider public statements condemning Iran's bad

behaviour” 

Washington has ratcheted up crippling economic sanctions on Tehran after the

country's forces shot down a US drone in the Gulf region 

US: We will work to ensure freedom of navigation in the Arabian Gulf
LONDON: The US defence chief on Thursday pressed NATO allies to join
Washington's efforts to ensure the safety of ships in the Gulf after a spate of recent
attacks. “We will work to ensure freedom of…

http://www.arabnews.com/node/1517026/middle-east

U. S. asylum officers say Trump’s ‘Remain in Mexico’ policy is threatening migrants’

lives, ask federal court to end it 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/immigration/u-s-asylum-officers-say-trumps-remain-i…

Whistleblower says VA ordered fake appointments to cut waiting list 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/whistleblower-says-va-ordered-fake-appointm…

Police have seized cocaine from a Brazilian air force officer who was due to

accompany President Jair Bolsonaro home from the G20 summit in Japan. 

Officers arrested the man on Tuesday in Seville after allegedly discovering 39kg of

cocaine in his luggage. 
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Police seize cocaine ahead of Bolsonaro flight
The air force officer had been assigned with accompanying Brazil's president on a
flight home.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-48787996

A Major Police Body Cam Company Just Banned Facial Recognition 

Its ethics board says the technology is not reliable enough to justify using. 

Opinion | A Major Police Body Cam Company Just Banned Facial Reco…
Its ethics board says the technology is not reliable enough to justify using.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/27/opinion/police-cam-facial-recognition.html

Photographer Who Took Iconic Vietnam Photo Looks Back, 40 Years After the War

Ended  

Photographer Who Took Iconic Vietnam Photo Looks Back, 40 Years A…
Nick Ut’s photo of Kim Phuc was a transformative moment in a horrible conflict.

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2015/04/vietnam-war-napalm-girl-photo-today

Why the SCOTUS’ Rulings Have Profound Implications for American Politics 

 

The justices handed GOP a key victory by refusing to halt even the most extreme
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gerrymandered maps.  

 

But DEMs may have a win on blocking the citizenship question from the census.  

Why the Supreme Court’s Rulings Have Profound Implications for Ame…
The justices handed Republicans a key victory by refusing to halt even the most
extreme gerrymandered maps. But Democrats may have a win on blocking the
citizenship question from the census.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/27/us/supreme-court-gerrymandering-census.html?…

Israel’s AG is investigating collusion between Facebook & Netanyahu to tilt Israel’s

April 2019 election results. I’m the whistleblower involved 

Israel’s AG is investigating collusion between Facebook & Netanyahu t…
Tel-Aviv, Israel. 18 months ago I was in the right place at the right time, equipped
with the particular set of skills necessary to volunteer for the job that would bring
about this investigation…

https://medium.com/@itaileshem/israels-ag-is-investigating-collusion-between-faceboo…

@GOP led Ohio Senate strips PTSD coverage for first responders from Workers'

Comp budget on PTSD Awareness Day—have they no shame?  

Ohio Senate strips PTSD coverage for first responders from Workers' …
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The Ohio Senate balked at mandates in a House-passed budget to provide
workers' compensation for first responders diagnosed with post-traumatic stress
disorder and to make all injured workers declare…

https://www.dispatch.com/news/20190627/ohio-senate-strips-ptsd-coverage-for-first-re…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

 

Funny videos / cute videos
@BestVideosviral

When you’re trying to rest, but you have siblings
377 7:12 PM - Jun 27, 2019

96 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Greg
@GregBleers

Replying to @GregBleers and 2 others

You’re literally why I started painting. You created an artist and I’ll 
be eternally grateful.

9 9:13 PM - Jun 27, 2019
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#MarkRothko 

 

 

 

#PAM #PAMFAM #Rothko 

 

#MarkRothko

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

#MarkRothko  
 
Born in Dvinsk, RU, now Latvia, Marcus Rothkovich was the 
fourth child born to Jacob and Anna Rothkovich. 
 
Self Portrait#PAM #PAMFAM #Rothko 
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38 people are talking about this

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

We survived another crazy day! 

 

I am sure tomorrow will be the same.  

 

Sleep well!
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Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @Texdj123 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @MauiMeow00 @Geurtie @RealMsFeathers
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  
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#ThePatriotTimes 
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load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

June 27, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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